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Dear Lord Chancellor,
I may at points during the past four and a half years given you a hard time on occasions, but only from intense
frustration as we have to rely on our “systems” provided, being unable sadly to take the law into our own hands
with scammers and fraudsters who barge into our homes, but this is now in the lap of our Government given the
individuals, their Agency of taxpayer funded civil servants and those colluding and most important the evidence as
subsequently our systems were found to be as corrupt and dishonest as the acts themselves.
A hard time but not as much as our ex MP and ex Attorney General Dominic Grieve Q.C may have experienced who
was equally qualified to wear those traditional spaniel eared horsehair wigs and gowns, but tradition is a good thing
not a bad thing. I have just sent you a copy of my letter to the Home Secretary Priti Patel M.P but write to you and
the Prime Minister, and our Chancellor of the Exchequer under separate cover. I hope by now you have understood
how those H.M Civil Servants have been abusing the public and homeowners for so long, the “modus operandi” as
some term it.
You and others with your heads down and inside your personal bunkers, remaining silent and inactive to everything
although aware, and that included our Government both elected and central, our Police, Press and even the anticorruption Tsar and his anti-corruption team of H.M Civil Servants after Sir Eric Pickles and David Cameron P.M.
Who gave his talk on corruption at Transparency International but at least made some attempt to stop what had
been happening to us and others before us, the three homeowners and one tenant farming family, but he stepped
down after the Brexit vote, promising the electorates views would be respected and the will of the people would be
carried out, and we all know what happened then don’t we Mr. Robert James Buckland Q.C and Member of
Parliament? So fortunate we had yet another General Election where the will of the people was stamped again.
I am no Sergei V Davylov but those little “show trials” or “impartial” Tribunals the public think they are, have been
going on underneath your noses (one hopes) for goodness how long, maybe since the last financial crash I don’t
know and with the seal of approval from this ( Act of Parliament) they were provided with. So you and others in our
House of Commons must bear some of the responsibility for these frauds and abuses bestowed upon innocent and
often vulnerable homeowners and tenants. Possibly our business communities too given a couple of post
“impartial” Tribunal High Court cases involving many hundreds of millions of pounds that I am aware of thus not
unreasonably suspect, unlike our frauds and the frauds carried out to the tune of £1.7 million in your very own
Justice Department, but fortunate for you and us as it was taxpayer’s money, there was an honest junior H.M Civil
Servant working there.
And one only needs to reflect on our High Streets before Covid-19 and what is to come after I don’t like to
contemplate, but I do think about the thousands who have perished and those vulnerable in our care homes with
the elderly infected being shipped in from Hospitals to “free up beds” bed blockers I think the term that was used.
But this virus is new, invasive and a very contagious beast, sometimes hard to spot without testing but I’m confidant
everyone was only doing the best they could under the difficult circumstances. But what happened to the five of us,
two couples in particular, was known about and in some detail and a prior Conservative/Liberal coalition

Government knew it and why Sir Eric Pickles cancelled quite correctly the England revaluations, closed databases to
this Agency barring their civil service operatives from homes but they just carried on, changing their methods.
So you and every M.P that sits on those green benches spoken about by our last Attorney General Geoffrey Cox QC
MP bear some responsibility, our Police Service shackled by their own handcuffs and those “processed” cannot
speak to a Magistrate without being gagged and those in our “Free Press” are silent, heads down as everyone else
I am no activist Mr. Buckland just an ordinary family man, now a grandfather with previous little interest in politics
as I never had the time as I was always travelling the Globe, working to clothe, feed and house my family like many
others out there. And now Covid -19 putting a new spin on those efforts of ordinary folk, so the millions of them will
be non-too pleased to read what happened and what was happening before us, unabated and unchallenged unless
one had very deep pockets, and even then Parliament remained on their benches working out their expenses
maybe?
No of course not, but this Agency was never properly brought to book when exposed by Sir Eric Jack Pickles. If Her
Majesty’s Treasury needs and wishes more funds, then they must do it as the laws laid down. Not just utilise the
Valuation Office Agency, Councils and those colluding to defraud, abuse and cheat us out of it, an Agency of Her
Majesty’s Customs and Revenue Service who also stood by and watched as it proceeded, to us and goodness knows
how many others.
Fortunately one hopes the majorities were not like my Wife and I and our neighbours three minutes’ walk away
over at Hitcham House Farm, family tenanted from 1946 and we as residents in our family home from 1974 some
46 years before we were swindled and abused in our very own home. Although after saying cheerio to Mr. Grieve
and a welcome hello to Joy Morrissey our new M.P I haven’t heard anything for just over three months now, but it
seems our move is resurrected again but I must wait to see if it can get to completion if or before a second wave of
Covid-19 breaks out.
I hope so as then I can place my Wife much nearer our daughter and her family as if I had died from my first cancer
never mind my second, which at the start of all this initially I thought I was going to do, my wife and in her own
home would have been fully exposed to these publicly paid swindlers with me gone, as were those two innocent
widows in Hamilton Gardens that corrupt and dishonest V.O.A Listing officer later was using to threaten me with
but only to continue to try and cover up and make me give up.
The V.O.A involved should have taken up my offer after I located the first of the evidence as they were politely
warned I rarely give up, but as they had got away with it many times before hadn’t they Mr. Buckland, so they
remained over confidant,silent and battened down. And being “protected” and covered up for they just assumed
they would get away with it again, which if I had not chased them for over four and half years they certainly would
be free to scam and abuse another day.
Maybe some of you in Government should have exercised some of your Magna Carta “openness and transparency”
instead of looking away, as none of you had one eye like another Lord named Horatio Nelson of the Royal Navy.
Instead of I see no ships; it was with one blind eye, I see no frauds, abuse, corruption or conspiracy and collusions.
Good day and keep well Mr Buckland and your family.
Yours Sincerely

Mr & Mrs N.R Gardiner.& Mr & Mrs AF Bosher
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